Introduction:
The biogeography of living genera reflects their evolutionary history, but how deep is the history detectable in modern distributions? The mass extinctions of the Phanerozoic have had a disproportionnatly large effect in shaping evolutionary dynamoics, yet their long-term effects on the temporal and spatial dynamics of clades and biotas are rarely investigated. Here, we show that the end-Cretaceous mass extinction, which occurred ~65 Myr ago and is the only one definitively tied to an extraterrestrial cause, had a lasting effect that is still seen in the evolutionary and biogeographic structure of the biota in Modern oceans. Data and Methods: Backwards survivorship curves (BSCs, also called prenascence curves) plot the proportion of taxa within a cohort that originated prior to some time of observation, and are exponential probability functions with a parameter p representing the origination rate of the cohort. Combining a revised version of Sepkoski's genus-level compendium with a geographic database of living marine bivalves, we analyzed BSCs for extant bivalve genera globally and for the each of the 27 modern biogeographic provinces. To test for significant inflection points in the BSCs, 1-parameter, 3-parameter, and 5-parameter probability functions were fit to the global and provincial data sets. These models involved fitting separate exponential functions, each with independent p estimates, to the BSC's separated by an inflection point. The relative support of these models relative to a single exponential function were evaluated using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Results: Global BSCs show a statistically significant inflection point at the Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) boundary, with an increase in p following the mass extinction event (Fig. 1) . This inflection point and subsequent rate increase are visible in curves derived from all of the modern provinces, but are more significant in the tropical and warm-temperate regions. At this finer spatial scale p represents the rate of both origination and immigration, rather than simply in situ origination. Pre-KPg and post-KPg provincial rates tend to converge in high-latitude provinces, a pattern driven predominantly by shallowing of the Cenozoic portions of the curve with latitude. The similarity of provincial BSCs to the global curve, combined with the large number of shared genera in tropical and extratropical seas, suggests that poleward decreases in Cenozoic rates are dictated by high tropical origination rates and the lower probability of their expansion to (or retention in) polar regions. The declining strength of the apparent shift in global origination rates with latitude underscores how the taxonomic composition of high-latitude provinces depends on tropical origination rates. Despite 65 Myr of evolution, geographic range shifts, tectonic movements, climatic fluctuations, and ecological sorting, the impact at the end of the Cretaceous continues to resonate through modern biogeography. 
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